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Abstract

Research on adult age diVerences in language production has traditionally focused on either the production of single words or the
properties of language samples. Older adults are more prone to word retrieval failures than are younger adults (e.g., Burke, MacKay,
Worthley, & Wade, 1991). Older adults also tend to produce fewer ideas per utterance and fewer left-branching syntactic structures
(e.g., Kemper, Greiner, Marquis, Prenovost, & Mitzner, 2001). The use of eye movement monitoring in the study of language produc-
tion allows researchers to examine word production processes in the context of multiword utterances, bridging the gap between
behavior in word production studies and spontaneous speech samples. This paper outlines one view of how speakers plan and pro-
duce utterances, summarizes the literature on age-related changes in production, presents an overview of the published research on
speakers’ gaze during picture description, and recaps a study using eye movement monitoring to explore age-related changes in lan-
guage production.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although intuitions often tell us otherwise, speaking
is complicated and eVortful. Speakers determine the
communicative goals that they use language to achieve
and from these goals, they choose an idea to express in
each utterance. Within an utterance, the elements of an
idea are sequenced for grammatical expression and
paired with words. Each meaningful word is selected
from a working lexicon containing tens of thousands of
words for an average adult. These words are assembled
as a rhythmic pattern of sounds, articulated via the coor-
dination of over a hundred muscles (Lenneberg, 1967).
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Most impressively, this occurs with enough speed to
accommodate a normal conversational speech rate of
two to three words per second or about 5.65 syllables per
second (see e.g., Bock, 1982; Garrett, 1988; Levelt, 1989;
MacKay, 1982; for theories and reviews).

The overarching goal of speakers is usually to pro-
duce relatively Xuent speech that achieves their commu-
nicative goals in a timely manner (e.g., Clark, 2002). For
uninterrupted speech, speakers need to coordinate the
sequence and timing of processes such that their results
become available when the speaker requires them. In
other words, what speakers want needs to be ready when
they want it. Depending on the process at hand, the what
refers to ideas, concepts, words, or motor programs that
express the speaker’s intentions. Failing to produce the
what disrupts the communicative goals of speaking. The
when concerns the sequence and timing of processes that
operate on the what. Failure to coordinate the when of
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production has diVerent consequences depending on
whether processing time is over- or underestimated.

A common assumption is that the conceptual content
expressed in an utterance is not inherently ordered
although its expression in speech is (Bock, 1982; Levelt,
1981; Wundt, 1900/1970). Speakers parcel and order the
content to be expressed over time. When the encoding of
content in words and sounds lags too far behind articu-
lation, the Xuency of speech suVers. While completing
preparation of a word that should have been ready to
articulate, a speaker may repeat or prolong the preced-
ing words, utter Wllers such as uh or um, or pause (see e.g.,
Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, & Ray-
mond, 2001; Shriberg, 1994). Although such disXuencies
disrupt the Xow of speech, they do not necessarily
impede its understanding (e.g., Arnold, Fagnano, &
Tanenhaus, 2003; Fox Tree, 1995). Nonetheless, they
may exact a cost for the speaker because listeners associ-
ate such disXuencies with uncertainty and even incompe-
tence (e.g., Christenfeld, 1995). In contrast, the larger the
lag between the preparation of words and their articula-
tion, the greater the demands on working memory from
buVered articulatory plans. Although such buVering typ-
ically results in Xuent speech (GriYn & Bock, 2000;
Wheeldon & Lahiri, 1997), studies of short-term mem-
ory suggest that eVort increases with the number of
items buVered (e.g., Kahneman & Beatty, 1966; Peavler,
1974).

These are important but loose constraints on produc-
tion. Even when speech is error-free and Xows smoothly,
there can be no single solution to the logistical problem
of getting what the speaker wants when they want it.
That is, Xuent and errorless speech may be the result of
considerable advance planning with buVering or success-
ful last-second word retrieval. Understanding the vari-
ous ways in which speakers may get what they want
when they want it is one of the primary questions in lan-
guage production.

Across their lifespans, speakers follow a develop-
mental trajectory in which there are signiWcant changes
in the underlying cognitive processes upon which lan-
guage processing depends. Of course, the most studied
portion of this trajectory corresponds to childhood and
early stages of language acquisition (see e.g., Ingram,
1989). Yet, as an individual speaker moves from their
20s to their 50s and on into their 70s, there are also sig-
niWcant changes to the speed and eYciency of informa-
tion processing (e.g., Cerella, 1985; Hale & Myerson,
1995, 1996). Evidence suggests that younger and older
speakers may not make the same decisions about the
what and when (the content and timing) of language
production (GriYn & Spieler, 2000; Kemper, Herman,
& Lian, 2003). The fact that the vast majority of indi-
viduals continue to communicate eVectively well into
old age suggests that speakers are able to make adjust-
ments to processing that allow them to continue to ful-
Wll the combined constraints on timing and content
that are present in every communicative situation.
What adjustments do speakers make and what conse-
quences do these adjustments have for the production
of spoken language?

In what follows, we provide a brief overview of lan-
guage production processes and highlight the relation-
ship between what and when, or content and timing, in
production processes. We then review some basic Wnd-
ings relevant to understanding age diVerences in lan-
guage production and discuss results from our
laboratory that deal speciWcally with how young and
older speakers solve, and in some cases, do not solve the
what and when problem in language production. We end
by noting what the study of age diVerences oVers to
understanding language production in general.

2. Language production overview

2.1. The what

Language production is divided into multiple stages
of processing that begin with a communicative intent
and end with the execution of a motor program (see e.g.,
Fromkin, 1968; Levelt, 1989). In the Wrst stage, a speaker
creates a communicative intent or goal for a speech act.
This contains the information that the speaker wishes to
convey (e.g., an anecdote) and the goal of communica-
tion (e.g., amusing others). This communicative intent
may require multiple utterances and the speaker must
decide how to parcel the information within this com-
municative intent into individual utterances. This stage
we refer to as message planning and its product is a
chunk of conceptual information (i.e., a message) that
can be translated into a single utterance,1 roughly the
size of a single clause or sentence. While this message
requires linguistic processing before it is in a form that
may be spoken, it contains all of the conceptual and
pragmatic information for an utterance. For example, a
message that is eventually output as She gave the dog a
bone will contain information indicating that the topic of
the assertion is female, identiWable in the current context,
who of her own volition transferred a meatless skeletal
remnant to an identiWable canine pet at an earlier
point(s) in time (see JackendoV, 1990, for one theory of
message structure).

The next stage determines the words used and their
order in the eventual utterance. Many accounts view the
syntactic structure of an utterance as primarily driven by

1 Although sentences are easily identiWed in written language, they
cannot be identiWed using the same or similar criteria in spoken lan-
guage (e.g., Miller & Weinert, 1998). Instead, it is common to talk
about utterances instead. These correspond roughly to a single re-
sponse, uttered with a continuous intonational contour.
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word choice (e.g., Bock & Levelt, 1994; Ferreira, 2000;
Levelt, 1989; Pickering & Branigan, 1998). Alternatively,
syntactic structure may be viewed as a function of prop-
erties of message elements and relationships between
them, in combination with experience- and availability-
based decisions about the order in which to express the
message elements (Chang, 2002; Chang, Dell, Bock, &
GriYn, 2000; Dell, Chang, & GriYn, 1999; Gordon &
Dell, 2002; GriYn & Weinstein-Tull, 2003). Utterances
often begin with a reference to a message element that is
already known to the addressee or that is highly avail-
able due to other factors such as animacy, vividness, or
its role in the message, but not perceptual salience (for
review, see Bock, 1982; Bock, Irwin, & Davidson, 2004;
Dell et al., 1999). In English, this element usually func-
tions as the subject of the sentence. In She gave the dog a
bone, the message element functioning as grammatical
subject is a female who is identiWable in the current con-
text and performed the action the speaker mentions in
the utterance. The speaker selects a word (or words) to
express this message element in a noun phrase and
assembles the sounds of the word(s). A single message
element will usually correspond to a noun phrase, which
in turn may be comprised of multiple words and phrases
(e.g., the abnormally tall woman with long hair), or a sin-
gle noun (e.g., woman) or pronoun (she). In our example,
the discourse context allows the speaker to use a pro-
noun, she, to encode this Wrst part of the message, but
leads the speaker to choose a more speciWc noun phrase,
the dog, for the recipient of the woman’s action.

The sounds that express a message element often
form a single phonological word, containing one stressed
syllable and a number of unstressed syllables (e.g., the-
WOman). However, they may form units smaller than a
phonological word when expressed with pronouns such
as she or it. Phonological words are often considered the
units of phonological encoding because they deWne the
boundaries within which sounds exert a strong inXuence
each other’s pronunciations (i.e., coarticulation; see
Wheeldon, 2000). Also, when speaking extemporane-
ously in the laboratory, speakers seem to prepare
approximately one phonological word before beginning
to speak (Wheeldon & Lahiri, 1997; but see Costa &
Caramazza, 2002; GriYn, 2003). In contrast, greater
advanced planning seems to involve the buVering of
units that correspond to phonological words (Sternberg,
Knoll, Monsell, & Wright, 1988; Wheeldon & Lahiri,
1997). Articulation of an utterance is typically consid-
ered to involve transcoding of syllables from a phono-
logical word into motor programs or goals and
executing these (see Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999).
Curiously, although preparation time increases with the
number of phonological words planned, other increases
in the number of syllables, segments, or duration of an
utterance do not increase preparation time (see Bac-
houd-Levi, Dupoux, Cohen, & Mehler, 1998; GriYn,
2003; Meyer, Roelofs, & Levelt, 2003; Sternberg et al.,
1988; Wheeldon & Lahiri, 1997, 2002).

To summarize, in terms of content, speakers create
messages in which they focus on a single message ele-
ment at a time, select words to express the element,
retrieve the sounds of the word(s), assemble a phonolog-
ical word, which is articulated as a sequence of syllable-
sized motor programs. Across speakers of all ages, the
same considerations are likely to apply. However, at
each level in processing, speakers have some Xexibility.
They may parcel their message into larger or smaller
packages, resulting in either longer or shorter utterances
with more or less complex grammatical structures (e.g.,
Kemper et al., 2003). Likewise, speakers may prefer more
or less speciWc lexical labels for the contents of their
utterances. These decisions about the what of processing
have consequences for the when.

2.2. The when

It is common to talk about the timing of language
production as incremental (e.g., Kempen & Hoenkamp,
1987; Levelt, 1989). That is, processing at one stage may
work on an increments (rather than whole units) output
by an earlier stage, such that processing occurs at multi-
ple stages simultaneously. For instance, speakers usually
begin articulating words of an utterance before they
Wnish retrieving all the sounds of the utterance’s words.
In this sense, all current theories of language production
are incremental. The implications of incrementality vary
with the level of processing one considers and the units
one believes are involved. Furthermore, there is an
important distinction to be made between a processing
stage that obligatorily operates on any available incre-
ment as opposed to one that may act on increments or
wait (Ferreira & Swets, 2002). For instance, in a strategi-
cally incremental system, a word could be selected to
express part of a message before an entire message was
created. In an architecturally incremental system, a word
selection might inevitably begin as soon as part of the
message was possible to lexically encode. The implica-
tions of incrementality also depend on whether buVering
is possible and at which stages (compare models in Dell
et al., 1999, & Martin & Freedman, 2001). For these rea-
sons, it is important to bear in mind the generality of the
term in discussing the timing of production and to pro-
vide more precise characterizations of the timing of pro-
cessing stages and the Xexibility of the timing.

The scope or unit of encoding at each processing level
is typically smaller than the scope or unit of encoding at
the immediately prior level. Theories agree that pro-
cesses below the message level deal in units smaller than
complete clauses (Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Kempen &
Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989). There is good evidence
that speakers often create a representation that corre-
sponds to a proposition or clause at the message level
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before beginning to produce an utterance (see Bock &
Levelt, 1994, for review), although the details of all mes-
sage elements may not initially be speciWed (e.g., GriYn
& Oppenheimer, 2003). Most theories also hold that
words are usually phonologically encoded shortly before
they are said (e.g., Butterworth, 1989; Ferreira, 2000).
The controversy lies primarily in the extent to which
speakers select words before articulation of an utterance
begins and the extent to which multiple content words
may be selected in parallel (see Levelt & Meyer, 2000;
Martin, Miller, & Vu, 2004; Smith & Wheeldon, 1999).

In the theory of language production presented here,
lexical-grammatical encoding operates on one message
element at a time, which typically corresponds to a single
simple or complex noun phrase. Speakers focus on a
message element until the words to express it have been
phonologically encoded (Meyer, Sleiderink, & Levelt,
1998). Timing evidence suggests that only one noun may
be lexically and phonologically processed at a time
(GriYn, 2003; Meyer et al., 2003),2 but parallel prepara-
tion of words from diVerent grammatical classes to
express a single message element or within idioms may
be possible (see e.g., Levelt & Meyer, 2000; Martin &
Freedman, 2001).

The words that have already been prepared combine
with the unexpressed message content and the grammat-
ical and lexical constraints of the speaker’s language to
determine the order in which the remaining message ele-
ments are lexically encoded and which function mor-
phemes should be added (Chang, 2002; Chang et al.,
2000; Dell et al., 1999; Gordon & Dell, 2002; GriYn &
Weinstein-Tull, 2003). For example, having encoded a
female agent as a grammatical subject, she, an English
speaker has little choice but to express the action next in
the form of a verb. In contrast, a speaker of a language
like Russian would have more Xexibility about what part
of the message to express next and a speaker of Korean
must express the other nominal message elements in a
clause (the dog and the bone) before producing the verb.
Although English speakers have little Xexibility in when
the action corresponding to the verb give is expressed
relative to the other message elements, they have Xexibil-
ity in the ordering of expressions for dog and bone. An
English speaker may say She gave a bone to the dog as
well as She gave the dog a bone. The speaker’s grammati-
cal knowledge would signal inclusion of the word to
before the noun phrase expressing the goal (dog) when it
was encoded after the theme (bone), but omit to when
the goal was encoded before a simple theme.

2 It is necessary to assume that delays in speech onset for naming
pairs of semantically related objects (Freedman, Martin, & Biegler,
2004) are due to diYculty in selecting a name for the Wrst object when
there is a similar concept in the message rather than attempts to select
names for both objects simultaneously.
So, the speaker has a proposition-sized representa-
tion of their message that guides sequential linguistic
processing (Wundt, 1900/1970). Within the message,
the speaker concentrates on a single message element at
a time, selects words to express it, retrieves and assem-
bles sounds of the words to create a phonological-pro-
sodic plan. Fig. 1 illustrates a time course for planning
the utterance She’s throwing the dog a bone.3 Via coor-
dinated articulatory gestures, speakers articulate pho-
nological words. Speakers may begin articulation soon
after a phonological word has been encoded, but unless
it requires a long time to articulate or the speaker artic-
ulates it slowly, this is likely to lead to later disXuencies
when articulation proceeds faster than phonological
words are created. Relatively Xuent speech seems to
require about one second of unspoken material or one
phonological word to be buVered. Thus, speakers
spend more time preparing a second word before
beginning to speak when the Wrst word is short like she
as opposed to a longer word like woman (GriYn, 2003).
Although a one-second buVer suYces for young adults
who usually prepare nouns in less than a second and
rarely suVer from word retrieval problems, it may not
work for older speakers. Investigating this question
requires a sensitive measure for tracking the timing of
word preparation in multiword utterances. Next, we
relate these production processes to speakers’ eye
movements.

3 We do not think there is suYcient evidence to indicate when verbs
are typically selected. Only the phonological encoding of the verb
throwing is illustrated in the Wgure.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the time course and sequence for focusing on
message elements to lexically and grammatically encode them relative
to articulating an utterance. The focus and lexicalization time for each
substantive element is contained in a square. The relationship between
these squares and the utterance should also roughly reXect the
sequence and relative timing of eye movements to the referents in a
described scene when there is minimal indecision about order of men-
tion.
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3. Eye movements and the what and when of production4

Probably the most common method of specifying the
messages that speakers use to produce language is to ask
them to label line-drawn objects one at a time (Bock,
1996). Researchers measure both the time that this
object naming requires and its accuracy. When research-
ers wish to study the production of multiword utter-
ances, they often use line drawings of simple actions such
as a woman handing a bone to a dog. The visual infor-
mation in these displays is a crude attempt to specify and
externalize message content for each utterance.
Researchers may analyze a speaker’s choice of syntactic
structure for the resulting description, its Xuency, or the
speed with which speech is initiated, but prior to the use
of eye movement monitoring, methods of tracing when
speakers prepared individual words in their utterances
were relatively indirect and required many questionable
assumptions. A strength of using eye movement moni-
toring in the study of language production is the ability
it provides to make inferences about when a speaker pre-
pares words, particularly nouns (see GriYn, 2004; Meyer
& Lethaus, 2004, for more on the strengths and weak-
ness of eye movement monitoring in language produc-
tion).

People acquire detailed information about the visual
world from only a small part of it at a time (for review
see Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; Irwin, 2004; Rayner,
1998). This is the part of the world that a person is fov-
eating or Wxating. The limited size of this area can readily
be experienced by staring at one word on a page and try-
ing to recognize other words without moving one’s eyes.
Although it is obvious that text Wlls the page, it should
be impossible to identify words that are not adjacent to
the Wxated word without moving one’s eyes. Beyond the
region of the world that one views with high acuity is a
greater region experienced with lower acuity. This lower
acuity vision allows viewers to see how far text on a page
extends and, in general, to take in enough information to
decide where potentially interesting visual information is
located that they might want to Wxate. The degree to
which objects and words can be recognized without
Wxating on them is a function of their size on the retina
(how far away the viewer is and how large they are) and
what is around them. Words tend to be placed tightly
together in text, which makes it diYcult to identify
words that are far from Wxation. In contrast, objects in
scenes are often relatively large and may be spaced fur-
ther apart, making it easier to recognize ones that do not
lie close to Wxation. Thus, much detail related to an

4 The use of eye movement monitoring in language production owes
its existence to the creation of the visual world paradigm, in which the
time course of spoken language interpretation is inferred from the eye
movements of listeners as they hear instructions (Tanenhaus, Spivey-
Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995).
object or scene can be extracted within a single Wxation
(e.g., Potter, 1975), but few words may be read (see Ray-
ner, 1998).

Unsurprisingly, these properties of the human visual
system have major consequences for using eye move-
ments as a reXection of cognitive processing. Just
because a speaker has not Wxated on an object does not
mean that it has not been recognized. For instance, when
describing line-drawn scenes that contained several
objects, people did not Wxate all of them to Wnd the
object being acted on or the one to mention Wrst in an
utterance (GriYn & Bock, 2000). Nonetheless, agency,
relative humanness, and animacy were used to decide
which object to mention Wrst, implying that these impor-
tant properties were recognized for many objects with-
out Wxating them. However, degrading the quality of
visual forms (Meyer et al., 1998) or creating more visu-
ally complex scenes (GriYn, 1998) increases the likeli-
hood that objects may be Wxated before they are
recognized and incorporated in messages.

Despite the ability to recognize some objects prior to
Wxation, people tend to Wxate objects while they perform
related cognitive operations so the time spent Wxating an
object tends to reXect the time spent in related processes
(e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1976). However, people often
Wxate multiple parts of an object (Buswell, 1935) and the
duration of individual Wxations on an object is relatively
uninformative (GriYn, 1998). Although people do not
acquire visual information while moving their eyes
between parts of an object, the durations of these sac-
cades may be devoted to non-visual cognitive operations
related to the object (see Irwin, 2004). Therefore, produc-
tion researchers typically combine multiple concurrent
Wxations on an object in what they call a gaze, a viewing,
or an inspection, which begins when an object is Wrst
Wxated and ends when the eye moves to Wxate a diVerent
object. What is considered an object or region of interest
depends on how researchers conceptualize the visual dis-
plays that they use. For instance, when speakers are
shown an analog clock to use in telling time (e.g., “twelve
twenty Wve”), regions of interest may be quadrants of the
clock (Bock, Irwin, Davidson, & Levelt, 2003). In con-
trast, when speakers describe actions in scenes, like a
child giving an apple to a teacher, a clock in the scene
may only be considered as part of the background such
that gazes on it are not individuated from Wxations on
the wall or Xoor (GriYn, 1998).

When describing visual scenes, the time spent gazing
at an object is highly correlated with the time required to
select a name for it and assemble its sounds (GriYn &
Bock, 2000). Lexically encoding a message element is
fastest when it corresponds to something a speaker has
recently referred to and the speaker uses a pronoun like
it or recently produced word (e.g., Lachman, ShaVer, &
Hennrikus, 1974). Thus, speakers spend less time gazing
at objects when naming them for a second time, using
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either a pronoun or a common noun (Van Der Meulen,
Meyer, & Levelt, 2001). The amount of time it takes to
select a content word increases as the number of context-
appropriate choices increases. For example, a television
may be called television or TV and it takes longer to pro-
duce either of those names relative to objects with a sin-
gle dominant name like table (Lachman, 1973; Lachman
et al., 1974). This diVerence in object naming latencies is
also reXected in the time speakers spend gazing at
objects before naming them (GriYn, 2001). Speakers
take less time to retrieve words that they frequently use
such as baby relative to uncommon words like button
(OldWeld & WingWeld, 1965). This frequency eVect is
directly reXected in the time speakers spend gazing at
objects before referring to them (Meyer et al., 1998).
When factors such as frequency and number of context-
appropriate names are controlled, it does not take any
more time to prepare long words like chandelier com-
pared to short words like chef (Bachoud-Levi et al.,
1998). Likewise, the length of its name does not aVect the
time spent gazing at an object presented in mixed lists
(GriYn, 2003; Meyer et al., 2003).

The high correlation between object naming latencies
and the time spent gazing at them before saying their
names makes eye movement monitoring redundant with
naming latencies when speakers name single objects. The
beneWt of eye movement monitoring comes from the infor-
mation it provides about preparing words when there are
multiple objects mentioned in an utterance. In particular,
monitoring eye position allows researchers to make infer-
ences about when a word is prepared without altering the
basic task of picture description. Earlier methods of prob-
ing the time course of word production involved present-
ing distracting words (Meyer, 1996, 1997), switching tasks
or stimuli across trials (Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1992), or
assuming that picture preview sped up response latencies
in increments that correspond to completed processing at a
stage of word production (e.g., Martin et al., 2004; Smith &
Wheeldon, 1999). Researchers have also argued for various
time courses for word preparation based on patterns in
speech errors and disXuencies (Garrett, 1975; Goldman-
Eisler, 1968). Although these methods are all informative,
eye movement monitoring provides a far richer basis for
evaluating the timing of word preparation.5

5 A recent study by Morgan and Meyer (2005) found a preview bene-
Wt from presenting a picture of a homophone (e.g., Xying bat) in the po-
sition of a to-be-named object (e.g., baseball bat) before the speaker
Wxated the to-be-named object (replicating Pollatsek, Rayner, & Col-
lins, 1984). While this result could be interpreted as showing retrieval
or activation of object names before Wxation, it is also plausible that
activation of the homophone’s concept only contributed to the activa-
tion of the target name via resonating activation after the homophonic
word form was retrieved by the to-be-named object. The absence of in-
terference from categorically related preview objects further suggests
that previewed objects did not activate object name representations
prior to speakers Wxating to-be-named objects.
Moreover, eye movement monitoring may be infor-
mative about more than just the timing of word prepara-
tion. The order in which message elements are lexicalized
is related to syntactic structure. For example, in produc-
ing dative sentences, lexicalizing a theme before a goal
creates a prepositional dative such as The woman gave a
bone to the dog, whereas lexicalizing the goal before the
theme creates a double object, The woman gave the dog a
bone, or heavy NP shift dative, The man gave to the dog
an absolutely tremendous bone (Chang et al., 2000). Inde-
cision and uncertainty are readily detected in eye move-
ments where observers tend to look back and forth
between candidates that they consider (Russo & Rosen,
1975). Likewise, indecision about the order in which to
lexicalize message elements may be reXected in eye
movements between objects in a scene. Such shifts imply
that speakers have not decided word order and syntactic
structure for an utterance. Thus, the time course for
structuring utterances may be indirectly studied via eye
movement monitoring (GriYn & Garton, 2003; GriYn
& Mouzon, 2004). Furthermore, using more complex
pictures, it may be possible to track the speaker’s deci-
sions about what to include in each message (Holsánová,
2001) and from which similar objects a target must be
linguistically distinguished (Gregory, Joshi, & Sedivy,
2003).

It is primarily the ability to trace the time course of
word production processes within the production of
multiword utterances that makes eye movement moni-
toring such a promising paradigm for studying age-
related changes in language production. In the next
section, we brieXy review the literature on language pro-
duction in older adults to explain why this is the case.

4. The what and when of production in older adults

4.1. Word production

Across the life span, speakers learn new words,
expanding their vocabularies. Indeed, most samples of
convenience used to compare the performance of 20
year olds with that of adults over the age of 60, show
higher vocabulary scores and better deWnition naming
performance for the older group (e.g., Dahlgren, 1998;
Rastle & Burke, 1996; Schroeder & Salthouse, 2004).
These age-related vocabulary diVerences combine
diVerences associated with aging and presumably expo-
sure with diVerences due to cohort membership (Alwin
& McCammon, 2001; Hertzog & Schaie, 1988). Among
individuals in their 80s and 90s, vocabulary knowledge
appears to decline but not as dramatically as other
abilities such as perceptual speed (e.g., Lindenberger &
Baltes, 1997).

Increasingly with age, speakers report a strong sense
of knowing the word that they intend to say despite
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being unable to retrieve all of its sounds (e.g., Burke
et al., 1991; but see Brown & Gollan, 2003). A speaker
who experiences this is in a tip-of-the-tongue state (TOT)
(see Brown, 1991; Brown & McNeill, 1966). For exam-
ple, a diary study showed that the older adults encoun-
tered an average of 6.56 TOT states during the course of
the month compared to 3.92 TOTs for the younger
adults (Burke et al., 1991).

Studies of TOT states in young adults and aphasics
indicate that speakers in TOT states are often able to iden-
tify word-speciWc grammatical information such as count-
mass noun distinctions in English (e.g., a noodle vs. some
spaghetti; Vigliocco, Martin, & Garrett, 1999) and gram-
matical gender in Italian (Badecker, Miozzo, & Zanuttini,
1995; Vigliocco, Garrett, & Antonini, 1997). In many
cases, speakers can report the Wrst sound of the target
word and its number of syllables (see Brown, 1991, for
review). Thus, it is argued that speakers in TOT states
have successfully selected a word but have failed to
retrieve all of the word’s phonological information. How-
ever, when older adults are asked to report characteristics
of a TOT word, they recall less phonological information
than younger adults do (e.g., Dahlgren, 1998; Maylor,
1990; Rastle & Burke, 1996). The increased susceptibility
of older adults to TOT has been ascribed to a general
weakening of the connections between representations,
which in the Node Structure Theory of language produc-
tion most aVects the one-to-many connections between
lexical representations and phonological representations
such as syllables (see Burke et al., 1991; MacKay & Burke,
1990). The particularly weak activation of phonological
information in older adults accounts for their reduced
ability to report partial information about TOT words.
This transmission deWcit hypothesis receives further sup-
port from the Wnding that TOTs can be prevented or
resolved by priming speakers with phonologically related
words (James & Burke, 2000). This even holds for proper
names, which are more prone to TOT states than other
words (Burke, Locantore, Austin, & Chae, 2004).

One issue is whether age-related increases in vocabu-
lary knowledge may account for some or all of the age-
related increase in TOTs. Indeed there exists another
class of speakers with large vocabularies who also shows
a greater susceptibility to TOT states relative to less ver-
bally proWcient controls. SpeciWcally, bilinguals experi-
ence more TOTs than do monolinguals when the
sought-after words do not share forms across their lan-
guages (Gollan & Acenas, 2004). Furthermore, in a TOT
study of young, middle-aged, and older adults, Dahlgren
(1998) found no age diVerences in the frequency of
experimentally elicited TOTs after age diVerences in
vocabulary were taken into account. Gollan and Acenas
(2004) posit that the eVect of vocabulary on bilingual
TOTs may be due to diVerences in usage leading to
weaker connection strengths in bilinguals. Alternatively,
Dahlgren (1998) suggests that a greater vocabulary may
lead to diVusion of conceptual activation among more
potential expressions as in fan eVects. Either of these
mechanisms could lead to increases in word Wnding diY-
culty without invoking any eVect of aging per se. More
work needs to be done to investigate the extent to which
these factors contribute to TOT states, but picture nam-
ing studies oVer some support for the idea that older
adults consider more alternatives responses than youn-
ger adults do and that this results in diYculty.

Asking speakers to label isolated pictures of objects or
actions is the preferred method for evaluating the speed
and accuracy of word production processes. Older adults
often show a decrease in naming accuracy in both norma-
tive studies (Borod, Goodglass, & Kaplan, 1987; Kaplan,
Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983; Nicholas, Brookshire,
MacLennan, Schumacher, & Porrazzo, 1989; Van Gorp,
Satz, Kiersch, & Henry, 1986) and experimental studies
(Au, Joung, Nicholas, & Obler, 1995; Bowles, Obler, &
Albert, 1987). For both object and action naming, this
decrease in accuracy appears most reliably in subjects
over the age of 70, while the decrease is absent or less pro-
nounced for adults in their 50s and 60s (Barresi, Nicho-
las, Connor, Obler, & Albert, 2000; Feyereisen, 1997;
Goulet, Ska, & Kahn, 1994; Nicholas, Obler, Albert, &
Goodglass, 1985). In studies that also measure the speed
of picture naming, older adults may or may not be slower
to provide a correct label to the picture, depending on the
types of objects presented and the factors controlled (see
Bowles, Obler, & Poon, 1989, and Mortensen, Meyer, &
Humphreys, in press, for reviews).

The most common type of error made by unimpaired
speakers in picture naming is semantically related word
substitutions (e.g., goat for sheep; Dell, Schwartz, Mar-
tin, SaVran, & Gagnon, 1997). This is also true of picture
naming errors in older adults (Goulet et al., 1994; Sch-
mitter-Edgecombe, Vesneski, & Jones, 2000). These
errors are attributed to diYculty in word selection,
where semantically related words are thought to com-
pete for selection (e.g., Butterworth, 1989; Levelt, 1989).
The age-related increase in error rates is not entirely
attributable to visual confusions although researchers
may observe a small increase in mixed perceptual or
visual errors (see Goulet et al., 1994, for discussion).

DiVerences in vocabulary create problems in compar-
ing picture-naming performance across age groups.
Vocabulary diVerences alter the number and relative
strength of candidate names speakers consider, which
means that the diYculty of selecting the same word for the
same picture may be very diVerent for younger and older
adults. For example, a young adult may consider blimp to
be the only possible label for a picture of a blimp, whereas
an older adult may consider dirigible, zeppelin, and Hin-
denburg reasonable candidates as well. The diversity and
relative strength of candidate names exerts a strong inXu-
ence on object naming latencies (e.g., Lachman, 1973;
Lachman et al., 1974). Because picture-naming studies do
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not traditionally take into account diVerences in the num-
ber of alternatives speakers of diVerent age groups con-
sider, they may conXate age diVerences with codability
diVerences. It is even possible for vocabulary or codability
diVerences across groups to favor older adults (e.g., Sch-
mitter-Edgecombe et al., 2000).

The results from picture naming and TOT studies
suggest that with age (particularly after turning 70),
speakers are slower and less successful in retrieving
words. It is not clear whether this age diVerence reXects
some deWciency of processing (e.g., weakening connects
in NST) or if it reXects diVerences in the structure of
knowledge for older adults that in turn present diVerent
challenges during word retrieval for older compared to
younger speakers. Regardless of the true source of these
diVerences, they suggest that there often is an age-related
diVerence in the what and the when of word production.
Next we review age-associated diVerences in speaking
more generally.

4.2. Production of multiword utterances

A number of studies have examined speech samples
elicited from young and older adults. The measures and
analyses of these language samples diVer widely, but a
few general conclusions appear relatively consistent
across studies. Content measures reXect how much infor-
mation younger and older speakers put into a single
utterance. Here, an utterance is typically (although not
consistently) deWned either as a conversational turn, or a
unit of speech that roughly maps onto a main clause and
any accompanying subordinate clauses, or a single into-
nation contour. It is tempting to conclude that older
adults tend to produce utterances that express fewer
propositions and simpler syntax than younger adults
(Kemper & Rash, 1988; Kynette & Kemper, 1986). How-
ever, many studies Wnd that older adults produce the
same number of words, if not more, per utterance than
young adults and include as much, if not more, informa-
tion (Cooper, 1990; GriYn & Spieler, 2004; Kynette &
Kemper, 1986; Pasupathi, Henry, & Carstensen, 2002;
Schmitter-Edgecombe et al., 2000). The primary age
diVerence in syntax is that older adults appear less likely
to produce left branching sentences in English, but these
are uncommon and disdained structures in general (see
Kemper, 1993). That said, longitudinal studies are also
consistent with a decline in left branching structures and
propositions per utterance when speakers reach their
mid-seventies (Kemper, Greiner, et al., 2001; Kemper,
Thompson, & Marquis, 2001).

Turning to the timing of speech in discourse settings,
the results are more variable. At least some of this vari-
ability is likely to reXect the very diVerent contexts in
which speech is elicited (conversation, question answer-
ing, picture description, etc.). It is also likely to reXect the
strategies speakers may use to speak in a timely manner.
Spieler, Horton, and Shriberg (2004) analyzed transcrip-
tions and timing data from more than 1500 10 min tele-
phone conversations drawn from 534 individual
speakers. Across the speakers contributing to the corpus,
the slowing of speech rate from 20 to 68 years of age in
this data set was only 6%. This 6% age diVerence in
speech rate is in striking contrast to the 30–50% often
found in age comparative studies of other speeded tasks
(e.g., Hale & Myerson, 1995, 1996). Yet, these conversa-
tion results agree with other studies reporting only small
but signiWcant changes in speech rate using tasks such as
picture description (Cooper, 1990). Furthermore, Spieler
and colleagues found that their older speakers tended to
use more uncommon words than their younger speakers
did. Thus again, diVerences in word choice may inXate or
create age-associated diVerences in speed.

Spieler and colleagues’ (2004) analyses of speech disX-
uencies, speciWcally Wllers (uh or um), repetitions (I ƒ I
went to the store), and false starts (I ƒ you should go to
the store; known as deletions in the speech processing lit-
erature), only revealed a signiWcant increase in the fre-
quency of Wllers with age (see also Bortfeld, Leon,
Bloom, Schober, & Brennan, 2001). Fillers predict an
impending delay in speaking (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002),
which is consistent with the idea that word production
may be slower in older adults. However, Wllers are also
used to mark uncertainty (Bortfeld et al., 2001; Smith &
Clark, 1993), which could be related to age diVerences in
familiarity with conversational topics or psychology lab-
oratories, depending on the study. In other contexts
however, older adults do appear to be more disXuent
(Cooper, 1990; Kemper, 1992; Schmitter-Edgecombe
et al., 2000)6 and this includes the use of silent pauses
that are most associated with low transition probabilities
and, in turn, with word selection diYculty (see Gold-
man-Eisler, 1968).

Notably, no age diVerences are typically found in
latencies to speak or Xuency measures for sentence con-
struction tasks (Altmann & Kemper, in press; Davidson,
Zacks, & Ferreira, 2003). These tasks reduce or eliminate
diVerences in message and lexical content by providing
speakers with content words to use to create grammati-
cal sentences. In two experiments, Davidson and col-
leagues (2003) tested construction of dative sentences
such as I gave the dog a bone and found identical results
for younger and older speakers. Similarly, Altmann and
Kemper (in press) found no age eVects in the time youn-
ger and older adults took to initiate constructed sen-
tences.

6 Complicating the review of this literature is that the deWnition of
disXuency (insofar as it is clearly deWned at all) varies radically across
studies and can include discourse markers such as “well” and “any-
way” (e.g., Kemper et al., 2003) that may serve a speciWc communica-
tive intent (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002).
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In summary, the results from studies of multiword
utterances are not as consistent as one would like. Sev-
eral suggest that older adults spontaneously produce
simpler utterances, perhaps with slightly slower speed
and more disXuencies. Other studies Wnd little or no age
diVerence in these aspects of multiword utterances. Like
word retrieval, there are multiple diVerences between
younger and older speakers that may contribute to
diVerences in sentence production. It is often argued that
older adults produce simpler utterances because age-
related decreases in working memory capacity hinder
them from producing more complex ones (Kemper,
1993). Indeed, creating and maintaining a message repre-
sentation for grammatical encoding is probably the
aspect of language production that makes greatest
demands on working memory (Bock, 1982). In the next
section, we consider a few other factors.

4.3. Other factors aVecting the what and when of sentence 
production

There are a number of other factors aside from age
per se that could contribute to diVerences in utterance
content and complexity across age groups. One factor
that is likely to be particularly important is exposure to
complex utterances. Exposure to syntactic structures
inXuences how likely speakers are to produce them (see
Bock, 1986; Bock & GriYn, 2000; Tomasello, 2000; Wei-
ner & Labov, 1983). Undergraduates are heavily exposed
to the complex syntactic structures of academics in lec-
tures and textbooks. After completing their educations,
adults primarily use and experience simpler sentences in
spoken and written language (see Miller & Weinert,
1998). Thus, the younger adults, typically college stu-
dents, who participate in studies live in an environment
in which written and spoken language is unusually com-
plex. Furthermore, older adults report that younger
interlocutors often simplify the speech that they address
to them (e.g., Giles, Fox, & Smith, 1993; O’Connor & St.
Pierre, 2004). This simpliWed speech or “elderspeak”
shares many characteristics with baby talk or infant-
directed speech, in that it involves simpliWed vocabulary,
shorter and less complex grammatical structures, and
exaggerated intonation (see e.g., Giles et al., 1993). Thus,
age-related diVerences in syntactic complexity may be
due in part to diVerences in the frequency and recency
with which adults have been exposed to complex syntac-
tic structures. Moreover, consistent with the idea that
exposure to some syntactic structures varies with age
group, older speakers may show greater eVects of syntac-
tic priming than undergraduates do for structures that
occur more often in academic writing than elsewhere.
For example, older speakers more reliably described a
scene with a passive sentence after exposure to a passive
sentence than younger ones did (Altmann, Kemper,
Mathews, & Mullin, 2004). So, syntactic priming studies
and information about diVerences in grammatical com-
plexity across populations and registers suggest that the
grammatical complexity of older adults’ utterances may
largely reXect the grammatical complexity of the lan-
guage directed to them.

Older speakers may also elect to simplify the content
of their speech in order to facilitate its timing and avoid
disrupting the Xow of speech when they have word
retrieval diYculties. Speakers can strategically alter the
what of their speech to facilitate the when. Evidence
comes from a study of language production in speech-
only and dual task situations (Kemper et al., 2003).
When simultaneously performing a second task such as
Wnger tapping or playing a simple videogame, younger
adults simpliWed the content of their speech but spoke as
rapidly as they did when performing no secondary task.
The change in content resulted in fewer ideas per utter-
ance and simpliWed syntactic structure. That is, younger
adults altered their message content to maintain a high
speech rate. The speech of younger adults performing a
secondary task resembled the speech of older speakers
with no secondary task. In contrast, when performing a
second task, older speakers did not simplify the content
of their messages but spoke much more slowly than
when speaking was their only task. One possibility is that
the older adults may already have simpliWed their mes-
sages in response to age-related changes in production
and further simpliWcation was not feasible when a sec-
ond task was added (Kemper et al., 2003). Instead, the
older adults slowed their speech rate but maintained the
same basic content level of their utterances.

In fact, several lines of evidence suggest that speakers
can vary their speech rate and that such variations in
timing have predictable inXuences on properties such as
the Xuency of the resultant speech (e.g., GriYn, 2003;
Oomen & Postma, 2001b) or their ability to carry out a
secondary task (Oomen & Postma, 2001a; Oomen &
Postma, 2002). SpeciWcally, by delaying or slowing
speech, speakers can provide a cushion between the time
when words are prepared and when articulation actually
occurs. That is, the span between what part of the utter-
ance is being prepared and the part that is currently
being articulated. Increasing this “mind to mouth” span
(Bock, 1995) provides a time cushion during which
speakers can experience momentary word retrieval fail-
ures or correct speech errors without the necessity of an
overt sign of that disruption such as a disXuency.

Across individuals, for example, fast speakers regard-
less of age are less Xuent than slow speakers (Shriberg,
1994; Spieler et al., 2004). This pattern should occur
because, assuming similar word preparation speeds, fast
speakers will tend to allow less time between preparation
of a word and its articulation, and thus have less of a
time cushion when word preparation takes longer than
anticipated. Second, when speakers in an experiment are
compelled to complete preparation of an utterance prior
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to articulating it, they take more time to begin speaking
than extemporaneous speakers do, but their utterances
are articulated more Xuently, with shorter pauses
(GriYn & Bock, 2000). Speech rate during articulation
can be quicker because word preparation occurs prior to
speech. Also, faster speech rates are strongly associated
with increased speech errors (see e.g., Dell, 1986; Mac-
Kay, 1982; Oomen & Postma, 2001b), which greatly dis-
rupt the Xuency of speech when they are detected and
repaired.

Another source of evidence relating timing and
Xuency is a study of older and younger speakers by
GriYn and Spieler (2000). We discuss this in more detail
because it demonstrates both the general idea behind
variations in planning prior to speaking and it also sup-
ports the notion that older adults may, under some cir-
cumstances, prefer to do more planning of an utterance
prior to speaking. The experimental task required speak-
ers to insert the name of a pictured object into a sentence
frame such as “They saw the object.” We manipulated
the codability7 and frequency of the object name, two
factors that have large and consistent eVects on the
speed to name an object in isolation (e.g., Bonin, Cha-
lard, Meot, & Fayol, 2002; Goodglass, Theurkauf, &
WingWeld, 1984; Lachman et al., 1974). Variations in
when speakers prepared the Wnal word of the utterance
were reXected in eVects of codability and frequency on
speech onsets, durations, and disXuencies. SpeciWcally,
the more that speakers prepared object names prior to
speech onset, the more likely that speech onset would
show eVects of codability and frequency. In contrast, the
more speakers delayed preparing object names until
after speech began, the more likely codability and fre-
quency eVects were to appear in speech durations and
disXuencies rather than speech onset.

In the absence of any time pressure, both younger and
older speakers prepared object names fully before speak-
ing. While this seems surprising given how little
advanced preparation speakers appear to do in other
speaking tasks (e.g., GriYn, 2001; GriYn & Bock, 2000;
Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Smith & Wheeldon, 1999),
recall that only one content word was generated for each
sentence in this task, unlike most other sentence produc-

7 Codability refers to the number of names available identifying a
particular object or concept. It is estimated by observing the names
that speakers give an object or picture in norming studies. In the usage
here, a highly codable object has a single dominant name in norming
studies whereas a medium codable object has multiple names, none of
which is provided by 80% of normers. However, codability is not the
same as name agreement. Often, a picture will have low name agree-
ment because the object depicted is diYcult to identify. For example, a
picture meant to depict a cloud (Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980) is
sometimes labeled as mashed potatoes. To avoid this, when manipulat-
ing codability, we attempt to choose pictures that elicit synonyms or
names that may designate the same object, and match high and medi-
um codable pictures on measures of object identiWcation speed.
tion studies. With time pressure, younger adults began
speaking much sooner after an object was displayed.
Their speech onsets were independent of the objects’
codability and frequency, while there were large eVects
for these variables on their speech durations and disXu-
ency rates. Basically, they started speaking before they
prepared the single novel word in the sentence. In con-
trast, older adults continued to show large eVects of
codability and frequency on speech onset, but no eVects
of these factors on speech durations. Importantly, young
and older adults were equivalent in overall Xuency of the
resultant utterance. Thus, the older adults showed a pref-
erence for preparing names prior to speech even under
time pressure. This resulted in delayed speech onset for
older compared to younger speakers, but once they
began to speak, the utterances of older adults were as
Xuent as younger adults. Thus, in at least some circum-
stances, older adults prefer to engage in more prepara-
tion of their upcoming speech than do younger speakers
(GriYn & Spieler, 2000).

So, speakers can and do modulate the content and
timing of their speech and such variations impact its
resultant Xuency (Kemper et al., 2003). Moreover, we
have preliminary evidence that there are circumstances
in which older adults engage in more advance planning
than younger adults do (GriYn & Spieler, 2000). How-
ever, advanced planning requires buVering prepared
words until they can be articulated. When only one
novel content word is produced in each utterance, such
buVering should be minimal and very easy. As the num-
ber of novel words increases though, the buVering of
prepared words should become more demanding (e.g.,
Peavler, 1974). But the demand on memory capacity
only increases dramatically if speakers prepare all of
the words in an utterance prior to beginning to articu-
late it. BuVering a second and a half of upcoming
speech instead of one second could provide a cushion
of time without greatly increasing the demands on
working memory (see GriYn, 2003, for more on
buVering).

In the present framework, we posit that greater
vocabulary and naming speciWcity preferences may
result in slower and less consistently successful word
retrieval in older adults than in younger ones. Further-
more, the relatively faster word preparation of younger
adults may allow them to engage in last-second name
preparation during the production of messages that may
be relatively complex. Slower and slightly more error
prone word production processes in older adults may
lead them to produce less complex messages with the
beneWt that this simpliWes the timing of the resultant
utterance. DiVerences in exposure to complex language
may also create age-related diVerences in message con-
tent and Xuency.

Any of these reasons could lead younger and older
adults to diVer in their modal solutions to the what and
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when of language production. The general goal for
speakers remains the same, to convey messages reason-
ably clearly and Xuently. In the remaining portion of this
paper, we focus on the hypothesis that older adults may
plan their words slightly further in advance relative to
younger speakers in order to achieve fairly Xuent speech.
Importantly, the use of eye movement monitoring in
addition to measures of speech timing allows researchers
to distinguish between long latencies that are associated
with slow word preparation and those that are due to
preparing more words prior to speaking.

5. An eye-tracking study of younger and older speakers

Now we will review an eye tracking experiment in
which we examined the inXuence of aging on the produc-
tion of words within simple sentences. In doing so, we
can observe how age-related changes revealed in experi-
mental studies of single word production exert an inXu-
ence in more complex production situations. During
normal speech, speakers produce words that vary in the
ease with which they can be selected, phonologically
encoded, and articulated. There are at least three things
that speakers may do to avoid producing an overt disXu-
ency during speech as a result of retrieval diYculty. First,
speakers may plan their speech far enough in advance to
allow time to recover from momentary diYculties in
retrieval. Second, speakers may modulate their speech
rate, slowing articulation when it becomes apparent that
upcoming words are not yet ready for production (e.g.,
Bell et al., 2003). Third, speakers may insert unnecessary
but easily retrieved words (Ferreira & Dell, 2000; Ferre-
ira & Firato, 2002). All of these adaptations allow more
time for the completion of word retrieval and reduce the
probability of overt disruptions in speech without sacri-
Wcing the speciWcity of the content conveyed.

In one study, we examined the extent to which the
speech of young and older adults was responsive to the
diYculty of upcoming words when content could not be
adjusted (Spieler & GriYn, in press). Such external con-
trol over content made this production situation very
diVerent from natural speech. However, we assumed that
the inXuence of planning and word retrieval on speech
onset and timing would primarily reXect general lan-
guage production processes rather than processes entirely
idiosyncratic to the particular task. Similar word prepa-
ration patterns appear in eye movement studies of scene
descriptions (GriYn & Bock, 2000) and card matching
dialogues (GriYn & Garton, 2003; Horton, Metzing, &
Gerrig, 2002), which indicate that the behaviors occur
when speakers have more control over the content of
their utterances, when the utterances are more complex,
and when they speak to someone else to achieve a goal.

The younger adults who participated in the experi-
ment were undergraduates at Stanford University
whereas the older adults were alumni and former staV.
As a result, the groups were similar along many dimen-
sions (see Spieler & GriYn, in press).8 Eye movements
were monitored with an ISCAN 400 remote tracker that
sat on a table between each participant and the com-
puter monitor that presented stimuli. Participants leaned
their foreheads against a forehead rest to prevent move-
ments in depth that would reduce the ability of the eye
tracker to report where they were looking. Speakers
viewed an array of three objects as shown in Fig. 2 and
described the array by inserting the object names into
the sentence frame, “The A and the B are above the C.”
One of the three objects was always the critical object, in
which we manipulated the diYculty of word production
along two dimensions. DiYculty was manipulated by
varying the codability (high vs. medium codable) and the
frequency (high vs. low frequency) of the object label.
Both of these factors inXuence the speed with which
these object labels are produced (Lachman, 1973; Old-
Weld & WingWeld, 1965), but not necessarily the time to
identify objects (Johnson, 1992; WingWeld, 1967, 1968).

To examine the scope of planning prior to speech, we
manipulated the position of the critical object. On half of
the trials, the critical object appeared in the second (B)
position while in the other half of the trials it appeared in
the third (C) position. The critical object switched posi-
tions with a highly codable and repeatedly presented
object. If speakers spoke as soon as the Wrst object
name was prepared, characteristics of the second object
would have no inXuence on speech onset latencies. An

8 There were 15 adults in each group. The mean age of the younger
group was 19.9 years and 74.5 for the older group. All were native
speakers of American English, in good health, and with normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision. They did not diVer signiWcantly in WAIS vo-
cabulary scores, but the younger participants showed better
performance on the WAIS Digit-Symbol test.

Fig. 2. An example of a stimulus from Spieler and GriYn (in press),
which could be described as The crib and the limousine are above the
needle. The limousine (limo) is a medium codable, low frequency item.
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intermediate amount of planning (e.g., the full subject
noun phrase; Martin & Freedman, 2001; Smith &
Wheeldon, 1999) would entail speech beginning once the
Wrst and the second object names were prepared. If so,
speech onsets would reXect characteristics of the critical
object when it was in the B position but not in C. If speak-
ers prepared all the words in the utterance before speak-
ing, the diYculty in naming the critical object would aVect
speech onset even when it occupied the C position.

The previous predictions assume that speakers begin
speaking once they have completely prepared a speech
unit of some size (content word, subject noun phrase, or
clause). However, preparation of an object’s name may
begin before speech onset without speech onset being
contingent on the complete preparation of the name. By
monitoring speakers’ eye movements before and during
speech, we could roughly assess the preparation time
allocated to the B and C objects independent of speech
onset. If speakers only gazed at object B or C after start-
ing to speak, it would suggest that they did not prepare
these objects names before speaking. Observing codabil-
ity and frequency eVects only on gaze measures after
speech began would strengthen this inference. In eVect,
the use of eye movement monitoring in language pro-
duction constrains inferences about which processes
speakers may carry out before and during speech.

We Wrst examined what speakers did before the start
of the Wrst object’s name. Older speakers took about
170 ms more time than younger adults to begin naming
the Wrst object.9 Analysis of the amount of time speakers
spent gazing at Wrst objects before naming them revealed
a similar pattern. Older adults spent about 150 ms longer
gazing at Wrst objects than young adults, consistent with
slightly slower word preparation times. In addition,
older adults produced Wrst object names Xuently10 on
fewer trials than the younger adults did. The only prop-
erty of the Wrst object that was manipulated was the fre-
quency of its name. The frequency of the Wrst object’s
name should have inXuenced the time to begin speaking
regardless of the scope of planning other words, and it
did. Both groups showed large and numerically similar
eVects of the frequency of the Wrst object’s name on its
onset time and the amount of time spent gazing at it.
Speakers produced high frequency Wrst names more
Xuently than low frequency ones. This pattern of results
for timing and eye movements for the Wrst object suggest
that older speakers took longer to prepare names for
Wrst objects than younger speakers did.

However, before concluding that old speakers are
slower and less Xuent than younger ones, we must note

9 As in the literature review earlier, all diVerences that are discussed
were statistically signiWcant unless otherwise indicated.
10 A name was considered disXuent if it was preceded by a noticeable

pause (over 200 ms), a Wller (“um”), a false start, a stressed article (see
Fox Tree & Clark, 1997), or if the noun was corrected.
that there was a small but signiWcant diVerence in the
extent to which younger and older speakers agreed on
the names for these Wrst objects. Young adults produced
the object’s dominant names a mean 94.6% of trials,
whereas older adults produced the dominant names a
mean 88.3% of trials. Although this 6.3% diVerence may
seem minor, it completely accounted for the age diVer-
ences in the timing of Wrst object names and the time
spent gazing at Wrst objects. SpeciWcally, when diVer-
ences in name agreement were taken into account, the
diVerence in when younger and older speakers began
articulating the names of Wrst objects was a non-signiW-
cant 84 ms and gaze times, a non-signiWcant 42 ms. Inter-
estingly, the older adults remained marginally less Xuent
in producing the names. This example highlights the
complexity of testing for age-related diVerences in lan-
guage production even when the content of speech is rel-
atively controlled via picture description tasks. In the
following analyses for the critical object, age diVerences
remained signiWcant when name agreement was taken
into account.

The important issue was whether the onset of speak-
ing and thereby the onset of the Wrst object’s name was
also inXuenced by characteristics of the second or third
object’s name. It was not, suggesting that speakers did
not delay beginning their utterance in order to complete
preparation of names for second or third objects. How-
ever, the Xuency of the Wrst object’s name was aVected by
whether the second object was a critical object rather
than a repeated one. Also, the frequency of the Wrst
object’s name and the position of the critical object
aVected the Xuency of older speakers more than that of
younger speakers. This suggests that speakers were
beginning to identify the second object while articulating
the determiner the before the Wrst object name. To more
closely address the issue of preparation of the second
and third object names, we examined speakers’ gazes on
the objects prior to the Wrst object’s name.

When the critical object was in the second position,
young and old speakers gazed at it for less than 150 ms
before starting to name the Wrst object. This amount of
time is enough for object identiWcation (e.g., Potter,
1975), but it is unlikely to suYce for word selection,
especially for medium codable objects. Speakers spent
essentially no time on the third object, less than 10 ms on
average. The codability and frequency of the critical
object’s name did not modulate the time speakers spent
gazing at them before uttering Wrst object names and
there was no diVerence in gaze times between younger
and older adults. Altogether these results suggest that
both young and older speakers began identifying second
objects immediately before producing Wrst object names,
hesitating more often when second objects were unfamil-
iar (cf. Morgan & Meyer, 2005). Speakers began prepar-
ing names for second objects only as they began to
articulate Wrst object names. Particularly important is
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the observation that, older adults began preparing sec-
ond object names no earlier than younger speakers did
relative to the onset of Wrst object names. That is, older
speakers did not prepare their speech further in advance
than younger speakers did.

Analyses of speech timing and eye movements after the
Wrst noun support the conclusion that second and third
object names were prepared during speech. Older speakers
tended to take more time from the beginning of the Wrst
noun to the beginning of the critical name and spent 318ms
longer than younger ones gazing at critical objects. Because
older speakers carried out no greater preparation before
Wrst nouns than younger speakers did and their speech con-
tent was the same, these longer intervals between Wrst and
critical nouns for older speakers had to be occupied either
with words articulated more slowly or disXuencies such as
pauses. Indeed, the age groups diVered signiWcantly in the
proportion of Xuent critical names they uttered. Younger
speakers uttered 79% of their critical nouns Xuently
whereas older adults uttered only 65% Xuently.

The lag between nouns and the time during speech
gazing at critical objects was inXuenced by codability
and frequency for younger and older speakers. Both
measures were particularly long when the critical object
was medium codable with a low frequency name. How-
ever, none of these stimulus eVects interacted with age.
In other words, the age groups showed comparable
eVects of the diYculty of preparing critical objects on the
timing of their speech. However, older speakers were
particularly disXuent when critical objects were medium
codable and low frequency. For easily prepared words,
older speakers were roughly 10% slower and less Xuent,
but the diVerence increased to 25% when words were
diYcult to prepare due to lower codability and fre-
quency. Having already produced the Wrst nouns, no
measures were aVected by Wrst noun frequency.

The primary Wnding is the very strong consistency in
the global aspects of timing for the two groups despite
the somewhat slower speed and lower Xuency for the
older adults. To illustrate this consistency, we have plot-
ted for every 8 ms the proportion of trials when speakers
gazed at the critical object in position B relative to the
onset of the Wrst object’s name and its name in the
speakers’ utterances (Fig. 3). Relative to Wrst object
names, older speakers did not begin gazing at critical
objects any earlier than the younger adults did. In other
words, older speakers planned and buVered their words
no more than younger speakers did. However, they did
take more time to prepare the names of critical objects,
so relative to the onset of their names, older adults began
gazing at the objects consistently earlier than the youn-
ger adults did. The longer it took to prepare the name of
the critical object, the more likely speakers were to be
disXuent. As a result, older speakers were often disXuent;
they did not have the words they wanted to say ready
when they wanted them.
Recall that we initially suggested that variations in
advanced word preparation or message content might
allow older adults to minimize the inXuence of age-
related changes in word production speed and success.
Here, however, the content of the utterances of younger
and older adults was highly constrained, allowing no
opportunity to re-structure utterances. Also, unlike the
earlier experiment in which speakers named single
objects in each utterance (GriYn & Spieler, 2000), an
increased degree of planning would require speakers to
buVer unrelated content words, which is far more eVort-
ful than buVering repeated function words or themati-
cally related content words (Stine & WingWeld, 1987).
Older adults in the present study did not prepare words
further in advance in order to maintain a high level of
Xuency. In eVect, the results of the experiment suggest
that making no adjustments to the what and when of
word preparation results in disXuent speech in older
speakers. What remains to be shown is whether the
reductions in utterance content and complexity that are

Fig. 3. Grand proportion of trials for which older and younger speak-
ers were Wxated on the critical object in B position for every 8 ms rela-
tive to the onset of the Wrst object’s name, A, (top) and relative to the
critical object’s name, B, (bottom). Data from Spieler and GriYn (in
press).
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sometimes observed in the speech of older adults may
serve to reduce these diVerences in Xuency. The existing
literature on speech samples and preliminary results
from additional studies in our laboratories suggest that
such adjustments of the what of production help the
when. That is, altering content allows speakers get the
words they want when they want them.

6. Looking back and ahead

Increases in word retrieval diYculty with age do not
dramatically slow the rate of word production in sponta-
neous speech (e.g., Spieler et al., 2004). Indeed, young
and older adults have considerable control over their
speech rate and can adaptively vary it depending on con-
text and other factors (e.g., GriYn & Spieler, 2000; Kem-
per et al., 2003). The scope of word preparation prior to
utterance onset inXuences the speed and the Xuency of
speech. Furthermore, vocabulary and name speciWcity
preferences may make word retrieval slower and less
often successful for older adults, regardless of any eVects
of aging per se. Likewise, social goals and exposure to
academic language also varies with age. All of these con-
siderations make the study of age-related changes in lan-
guage production particularly challenging and foil any
attempt to account for them with a single factor.

The use of eye movement monitoring in the study of
language production, with its ability to track the prepa-
ration of words, can reveal processing strategies such as
slightly increased scope of preparation that may allow
older adults to alleviate the inXuence of word retrieval
diVerences on production. Likewise, with stimuli that
permit variations in the message content of each utter-
ance, eye movement data may provide insight into why
content varies with age. However, eye movement moni-
toring is not a silver bullet with the capability to slay the
complexities of research in language production and
aging. As with any method, eye movement monitoring
has its limitations that production researchers are begin-
ning to explore. With respect to age, there is a striking
one. We know that aging is associated with changes to
vision and, critically, useful Weld of view decreases with
age (see Irwin, 2004). As a result, older speakers may be
less able to extract information about the identity of
objects before moving their eyes to Wxate on them. Thus,
age-related diVerences for objects that are initially
viewed in the periphery such as the critical objects in
Spieler and GriYn (in press) may be accounted for by
diVerences in parafoveal preview. A comprehensive
account of aging and language production is only possi-
ble through converging methods and consideration of
the many factors that inXuence language production.

Aside from informing the literature on cognitive
aging, age-related changes in language production pro-
vide an ideal forum within which to explore intra- and
inter-individual, voluntary and involuntary diVerences in
language production processes. Bringing insights from
language production research to bear on questions of
age-related changes promises to illuminate both areas of
research. In particular, such comparisons highlight the
ability of speakers to vary the what and when of their
speech in ways that models of language production have
barely begun to address.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can
be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/
j.bandl.2005.08.003.
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